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A New York Times article in 2010 chronicled a conundrum in the preservation of a historic syna gogue in Cairo. The Secretary General of the Supreme Council of Antiquities in Egypt at that time, Dr. Zahi Hawass, commented on the building's res toration: "This is an Egyptian monument; if you do not restore a part of your history you lose every thing … I love the Jews, they are our cousins! But the Israelis, what they are doing against the Palestinians is insane. I will do everything to restore and preserve the synagogue, but celebration, I can not accept."1 Hawass oversaw this restoration since the project was planned, executed and funded by the Egyptian government. Since the nineteenth century, the people of the Middle East have been engaged in an intense process of identity negotia tion centering around the concept of 'nationhood' , combining the social and political.2 While this pro cess invokes questions of national solidarity, reli gion, kinship, economics, and state politics, it also contains negotiations within the built environment. By continuing to host the remnants of a diverse past, the cities of the Middle East present chal lenges to the creation of unitary national narratives that center around a single religion and ethnicity.
Divergent nationstates and nationalism are relatively new phenomena across the Middle East, given the prior constrictive force of the Ottoman Empire. During the imperial period, populations were treated as 'separate and unequal' , but an equilibrium was achieved that enabled the coexist ence of religiously and ethnically diverse groups.3 People of the book, that is, people of the Jewish and Christian faiths, were allowed limited reli gious rights. The fragmentation of the Empire starting in the nineteenth century led to a hetero geneous group of nationstates, each determined to define their own unique identity in order to dif ferentiate themselves both from their immediate Ottoman past and from each other. Part of this process involved the crystallization of populations through population exchanges based on criteria of constructed identity such as religion and ethnic ity.4 Some peoples voluntarily segregated them selves, but most were forcibly displaced. In the midst of these momentous changes, however, remained the diverse architectural heritage of a het erogeneous past. As a result, these cities and build ings were marshaled by competing interests in identity creation especially by the nationstates that now controlled these environments. The observations of Dr. Hawass regarding the preservation of the synagogue in Cairo highlight the interplay between the built environment and identity politics in today's Middle East. Under the Ottoman policies of coexistence, the religious expressions of different confessional groups left a physical legacy in the major cities in the region, and especially in Jerusalem. Sacred places in this city became entangled in the competing national narratives of the twentieth century. At the same time, a number of international actors attempted to influence the fate of the city's historic built envi ronment, beginning with the British and continu ing today with the World Heritage Convention of the United Nations. The methods employed by these different agents are traced here through a
